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VALUE DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIALS
IN   THREE REAL VARIABLES1

PETER  A.  McCOY

Abstract. The object of this paper is to study the value distri-

bution of potentials in three real variables by means of the Bergman

integral operator with methods drawn from the analytic theory of

polynomials.

In this paper we obtain results on the value distribution of nonaxi-

symmetric potentials which generalize recent papers of the author [3]

and of Morris Marden [2] which treat the value distribution of axisym-

metric potentials, generalized axisymmetric potentials, and in Marden's

paper, some special classes of harmonic polynomials in three real variables.

Let (x, y, z) be a point in £3. A function T=Y(x, y, z) with continuous

second partial derivatives in a domain G shall be referred to as a potential

if it satisfies

0) ^+^+^ = 0

inG.

Bergman has shown [1, p. 43] that potentials are generated by the

integral operator

(2) Y(x,y,z) = ^-if(r,0i-1dC

where the function/(t, £) which is the associate of T is an analytic func-

tion of t for all t over some region Í2 in the complex plane and continuous

in £, for £ over the contour ,5? with

(3) t = x + i(iy + z)t + Wy - z)l~\

The Bergman operator (2) shall be designated by

(4) W(x, y, z) = B(f &,X),       X = (x, y, z).
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The contour <á? shall be referred to as an admissible contour if it is a

simple smooth contour which is homologous to the unit circle centered

at the origin mod the singularities of the integrand considered as a func-

tion of £. To facilitate the statements of our results we consider the

following definitions.

Let a and ß be real constants where 0<a_7r/2. The sector defined by

(5) ß - a < arg £ < a + ß

shall be denoted by s(ix, ß).

An admissible contour f£ which is a simple closed contour and has a

parametric representation of the form a=a(t) for 0_?i_?l where arxa'

maps [0, 1] into s(cx, ß) shall be referred to as a contour J5f of type s(a., ß).

Let pQ=(x0,y0, z0) and let y and <5 be real constants such that the point

F(i) =f(x0 + Wyo + *Jt + Kfc - *>£-*, 0

is contained in s(y, ô) for all £ on a contour ££ of type s(«., ß). The maximal

open arcwise connected set in £3 containing p0 such that for each point

(x, y, z) that it contains, f(r, £) is defined, single valued, and in s(y, ô)

for all £ on Jtf, shall be referred to as a basic region determined by p0.

This basic region shall be represented by T(fp0, y, ô).

Let e be a real nonzero number with sufficiently small absolute value.

Two basic regions determined by p0, T(f,p0, y, ô) and T(fp0, y, ô+e),

shall be called continuations of each other if neither is a subset of the other,

and if their intersection is nonvoid. An example of a basic region which

has no continuation follows : Let

f(r, I) = exp(* + iy cos / + iz sin t)   with 0 ^ / ^ 27r.

This function may be represented in cylindrical coordinates (x, p, q>) with

y2 + z2 = p2,   y = p cos <p,   z — p sin <p

asx¥'(p, t)=exp(x+ip cos(t—<p)) withp = (x, p, <p).

Let q be the origin in E3 and r(ir/2, 0)=TC¥,q, tt/2, 0) be a basic
region determined by q. It is immediate that

r(7r/2, 0) = {(*, p, ^)|0^p<7T/2}.

Assume that T(ttI2,0) has a continuation r(7r/2, e)=T(vtr,q, n/2, e).

Then T(7r/2, e)—T(Tr¡2, 0) contains a point of the form

Px = (*i> t/2 + ax, <px)

with ox>0. There exist points t0 and rt in [0, 27r] such that argYfp,, /0)=

—tt¡2—Ox an^ such that argYí/^, í1)=7r/2+ó1. But, since¿^ is contained
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in T(7r/2, s), e-ir/2<arg,F(/»l, r)<e+7r/2 for 0^/^2tt which is impos-

sible. Thus, T(tt/2, 0) has no continuation.

We shall require the additional definitions. The totality of all continua-

tions of a basic region determined by p0 shall be designated by E(f,pQ, y)

and referred to as the region associated with /»„. A region associated with

a point p determines an equivalence class of points in E3 in an obvious

manner. For fixed y, the set obtained from the union of all such equivalence

classes £(/, p, y) shall be designated by Í2(/ y) and referred to as a

fundamental region off.

Theorem. Let p, and X be real positive numbers whose sum is tt¡2 and

Ji?0 be a contour of type s(p, y). Let x¥(x, y, z) be the potential generated

by B(f, =Sf0, X) where the function f (r, Ç) is analytic in r for r over a region

O in the complex plane and continuous in I, for all £ on ¿if0. Then, for any

complex constant r¡for which Q.(f—r¡, ?.) is nonvoid,

(6) Y(x, y, z) # r,n(Se0, 0)   where    «(¿?0, 0) = f í T1 dl..
2-rri J^o

Proof. Choose any point (x, y, z) in Q(f—r¡, X). Such a point neces-

sarily lies in a region E(f—r¡,px, X), associated with some point/»!, and

thus in some basic region T(f—r¡, pt, X, co) associated with px, for some

w in [0, 27t]. This containment implies that

(7) co - X < arg(/(r, I) - r¡) < co + X

for all £ on £C0. As the contour Jtf0 is of type s(p, y), it has a parametric

representation of the form £=£(/) for O^f—T where

(8) y - fi < arg(£-WM) < y + ft

for O^i^l. From inequalities (7) and (8) we find that, for each t on

O^i^l,

(9) y + co - X - /t < arg{(/(r, £) - r,)^1^'(t)} <X+/u + y + o.

By considering the integrand of

(10) Y(x, y, z) - Vn(&0, 0) = -^ f (f(r, £) - rf)^1 dl
2771  J-^o

as the limit of a sum of vectors whose sum by inequality (9) terminates in

the open half plane s(ir¡2, y+co), we find that the integral cannot vanish.

Thus in Q.(f—r¡, X),

(H) Y(x,y,z)?ïr,n(J?o,0)

as was to be proved. We note that for any X, 0<A_^/2, there exists a

complex constant r¡ such that Q.(f—r¡,X) is nonvoid. This is seen by
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choosing a point gr=(jc1,_y1, z,) for which

F(Í) =f(xx + -h(iyx + zx)t + Wyx - Zx)t-\ Q

is continuous for all £ on Jif0. The set

A = {xx + \(iyx + zx) + Wyx - zx)t~x \t e <£,}

is compact and thus has a compact image under F for all £ on SC0 which

we denote by F(A, Jif0). The compactness of F(A, Ji?Q) guarantees the

existence of a vector r¡x such that/~(A, ¿Z'o) — r¡x is in s(X, to) for some choice

of co. Furthermore, by the analyticity of f, a vector rj can be chosen

such that for each point (x, y, z) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of

ixx,yx,zx), the point

G(t) =f(x + Wy + z)t + -l(iy - z)i~x, 0-V

is in the sector s(X, a>) for all £ on jSf0.

As applications of this theorem we consider the following corollaries.

Corollary 1. Let T(x, y, z) be a potential generated by Bifi J5?0, X)

as in the theorem and let p be a fixed point in E3. Let Abe a subset of [0, 27r),

y a real constant and r¡ a complex constant such that the family

(r(/- -n,p,x, (5)}á€A

has a nonvoid intersection. Then, in \JSeA T(f—r¡,p, X, ô),

(12) T(x,y,z,)* fnCSí^O)

for C = r¡ or |=?; + /c/or all k in f]ô£S s(X, ô+n).

Proof. We shall consider the case where |=??+*, the other case is

proved in a similar manner. Let (x,y, z) be a point in (Ja€A F(f—r],p, X, ô)

and consider the integral

(13) T(x, y, 2) - M&o, 0) = -J- Í (f(r, £) - Or1 d£.
2-rri Jse„

We find that, for some ô0e A,

(14) -X + ó0 < arg(/(T, l)-v)<). + <50

for each £ on St°0. For * e (")*=.! ■*(•*> <5+7r), — k e f)SeA s(X, ô) from which

it follows that

(15) -/ + ¿0 < arg(/(r, £) - r¡ - *)< A + ô0

for all £ on if0. The choice of the contour if0, given parametrically by

£=£(/) for 0^i= 1, implies that

(16) y - p < arga-x(t)i'(t)) <y + p

for t on 0</<l.
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By combining inequalities (15) and (16) we find that

(17) y + d0 - tt/2 < arg{(/(r, I) - n - k)(£-1('K'(0)}

<y + e0 + 7T¡2

for each t on 0_?r_i 1. By continuing the reasoning as in the theorem, we

find that in Y(f-r¡, p, y, d0), V(x,y, z)^(r\+K)n(£eü, 0) and thus

Y(x,y,z)^(v + K)n(^Q,0)

in U¿eA Y(f—r¡,p, X, à) as was to be proved.

These techniques may be applied to the Whittaker transform [4, p. 390]

to obtain theorems similar to the above results. As an example, we con-

sider Corollary 2 which is proved in a manner similar to that of the

theorem.

Corollary 2. Let g(u, v) be an analytic function of u for all u over some

region T in the complex plane where u=x+iy cos t+iz sin t and be a

continuous function of v for v over [0, 27r]. Let

1    F*
(18) co(x, y, z) = —      g(u, t) dt

277 Jo

where u=x+iy cos t+iz sin t. Then, in ü.(g—r¡, tt¡2),

(19) cü(x,y,z)jín.
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